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Dear Parents/Guardians, 
 

We hope this message finds you well. Tomorrow's home education session for all children 
will be filled with engaging and enriching activities, carefully designed to provide a well-
rounded learning experience. 

 
Activity 1: Speaking Games (10:00 AM - 11:00 AM) 
During this interactive session, children will participate in exciting speaking games that aim 
to improve their communication skills and boost their confidence. Through fun and creative 
exercises, they will enhance their verbal expression and articulation, laying a strong 
foundation for effective communication in various settings. 

 
Activity 2: Creating the World Map - 3D Twist (11:00 AM - 12:00 PM) 
Geography comes to life as children embark on a hands-on adventure of creating a 3D world 
map. They will learn about mountains, rivers, and continents, gaining a deeper 
understanding of the world's geography. This activity encourages spatial thinking and 
fosters a sense of curiosity about different cultures and places. 

 
Lunch and Free Time (12:00 PM - 1:00 PM) 
We will take a well-deserved break for a nutritious lunch and enjoyable free time. Children 
can recharge, socialize, and have some physical activity to stay energized. 

 
Activity 3: Wallpaper Drawing (1:00 PM - 2:00 PM) 
Unleashing their creativity, children will immerse themselves in the world of art by creating 
unique and vibrant wallpaper drawings. Through this activity, they will explore colours, 
patterns, and design elements, stimulating their imagination and honing their artistic skills. 

 
These carefully crafted activities aim to foster creativity, enhance cognitive abilities, and 
encourage teamwork and self-expression. We kindly request that you ensure your child is 
ready and prepared to participate in each session to make the most of this enjoyable and 
educational day. 
If you have any questions or require further information, please do not hesitate to contact 
us. We are looking forward to an exciting day of learning and fun! 
 
Best regards, 
Heroes Centre LTD 


